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EFEF Net Return vs. Benchmarks3

EFEF Net Return ² MSCI EM Horizon⁴ MSCI Frontier⁵
 

Mar 1Q YTD ITD

Gross Return1 -23.6% -31.2% -31.2% -22.6%

Net Return2 -23.8% -31.5% -31.5% -25.6%

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

MSCI EM Horizon4 -21.2% -33.0% -33.0% -37.3%

MSCI Frontier5 -22.0% -26.6% -26.6% -24.5%

Beyond-BRIC Equity Indices3

TRG Emerging Frontier Equities Fund - Inception November 1, 2017

 

LARGEST EQUITY EXPOSURES 

Eastern Company (Egypt) 9.0% Vietnam 19.3%

Robinsons Retail Holdings (Philippines) 7.9% Egypt 18.5%

NLB Group (Slovenia) 6.8% Peru 9.8%

Vincom Retail (Vietnam) 6.6% Philippines 8.9%

InRetail Peru (Peru) 6.5% Slovenia 6.8%

Top 5 CountriesTop 5 Positions
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In our Q4 2019 letter, we wrote about a continued tug of war between growth deceleration and 
accommodative economic policies in large economies. What we did not foresee was a full-blown escalation 
of such “war” between a pandemic shock and mother of all “helicopter money”.  

As we write this letter, we continue to see rolling outbreaks of the COVID-19 virus across the globe. The 
resulting containment measures are causing extensive economic disruptions. A glimmer of hope, however, 
is emerging, as parts of Europe are believed to have reached the apex of new cases, while China is seeing 
green shoots of economic recovery after relaxations of quarantine measures. These “first in-first out” 
models may provide a rough blueprint for things to come, as back-to-work plans are being sketched in 
places such as the United States and Peru. Upcoming data on earnings disruptions and the path to recovery 
could support more accurate asset pricing. A separate yet related oil price war added salt to the wound, 
compounding the risk to markets especially in oil producing countries.  

It is important to put the speed, magnitude and scale of the economic shock in a historical context. 
Economists estimate that global GDP contraction this year could be the worst since WWII (Figure 1).i On 
the other hand, concerted monetary and fiscal stimulus eclipsed those in previous financial crises (Figure 2 
and 3), something that is likely to carry far reaching implications beyond the life cycle of the pandemic. In 
many ways, previous crises are no perfect analogies, as the current recession resembles a shock from a 
large natural disaster more than to a financial bubble burst, although there exist elements of both.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
i “The old familiar sting: Despite rebound, losses to remain” by Bruce Kasman, JPMorgan Chase Bank, March 30, 2020 

Figure 1: Global GDP, the eighth global recession since 1990 Figure 2: Fed’s balance sheet change, rolling 10-week change 

Source: FRB, Haver, UBS 

Figure 3: Global fiscal stimulus announced as % of GDP 

Source: National News, UBS Global Economic Note: Fiscal stimulus tracker 
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The effect on asset prices, including the ones in our portfolio, was significant, driven by 1) drastic increase 
in asset price correlation (Figure 4), 2) foreign fund outflow from local debt and equity markets of 
unprecedented scale and velocity (Figure 5) and  3) fundamental impact on earnings.  
  

 
Note: Global assets include 36 assets covering Developed Markets (DM), DM Government Bonds, DM Corporate Bonds, DM Currencies and 
Commodities. EM equities include equities across 25 main/liquid countries. Source: Bloomberg, The Rohatyn Group 

 

History shows the magnitude and speed of indiscriminate selling are likely to be short lived and 
unsustainable in the medium term. As it happens in times of uncertainty, market values ceased to 

        represent fair present value of long term 
expected cashflows but are mere reflections 
of the immediate emotional response to 
events. While the reality is not rosy, asset 
price dislocations during panic selling of 
similar scales usually breed outsized return 
potentials as signs of normalization ensues. 
We shall illustrate what we see as such 
dislocation opportunities in the following 
sections.  

In the short term, a fundamental impact to 
earnings is undeniable, but it is quantifiable, 

and likely to be short term in nature.  Ironically, in many cases, the very characteristics of emerging and 
frontier market investment themes are exactly the ones that make them vulnerable in a pandemic: 
population density, low penetration of goods and services (including medical services), rising mobility of 
people and capital, to name a few. While we made realistic adjustments to our earnings expectations, we 
believe that a natural disaster-induced cyclical shock does not deny long-term trajectories of these same 
dynamics. This is particularly true for those companies and countries that can survive the shock bearing 
minimum permanent scars.  

We will elaborate the abovementioned points and, our portfolio actions and positioning in the “Outlook 
and Portfolio Positioning” section on page 7. During 1Q, our portfolio had a draw-down of -31.5%, and of -
23.8% in March alone. This is slightly better than MSCI EM Horizon Index’s return of -33.0% and slightly 
worse than MSCI Frontier Index return of -26.6%, largely reflecting a breakdown of normally low portfolio 
correlations to broader markets. For reference, the last time we saw such scale of monthly drawdown in 
our predecessor fund was in October 2008. The fund subsequently saw a return of 38.7% in the 12 months 
afterwards. After adjusting for earnings impact from COVID-19, our weighted average expected return for 

Figure 4: Global assets and EM equity price correlations at historical high 
 

Figure 5: Foreign fund flow from emerging market equity and debt market 
 

Source: Deutche Bank Research 
 

Source：Deutche Bank Research 
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the portfolio at the end of the quarter stands at 76%,ii the highest since the inception of the fund.  As an 
indication of resiliency, on a weighted average basis, our portfolio’s non-bank positions have a current net 
debt to equity ratio of -6.4% (net cash). 

WHAT WORKED 

Although all our positions were negatively impacted during the quarter, a few pockets of relative resiliency 
remained. The majority of our least impacted names represent earlier exits and names we started 
positioning recently as the sell-off deepened. Within our Egypt portfolio, we have taken steps to rotate out 
of less liquid names, such as Credit Agricole (CIEB) and Ibnsina Pharma (ISPH) to stocks with defensive 
growth characteristics and better trading liquidity, such as Cairo Investment & Real Estate Development 
Company (CIRA) a recession-proof private school operator, and Cleopatra Hospital (CLHO), the country’s 
largest private hospital network. We started undertaking this rotation based on relative risk-reward 
propositions before the market sell-off. Nevertheless, our early exits from the former two names saved us 
from potential losses, as illiquid stocks tend to be disproportionately impacted during a market panic. At 
the same time, cheaper valuations made it easier for us to continue building positions in defensive growth 
companies providing essential services. Cleopatra Hospital (CLHO) is an example of such defensive growth 
stocks with a proper valuation buffer built in. The group has a 54% market share among the largest fifteen 
private hospitals in Egypt. Almost 80% of the private hospital sector consists of subscale hospitals with less 
than 50 beds, which bodes well for consolidation opportunities. Operating in a heavily undersupplied 
market, with 1.32/bed per 1,000 people or 40% below the MENA regional average, CLHO’s flagship hospital 
offers rare institutional quality services, infrastructure and operational efficiencies. It therefore commands 
premium pricing and better margins. The group’s earnings are further enhanced by green field expansions 
(a 30% growth in capacity in the next three years) and acquisitions of subscale hospitals. Such acquisitions 
were routinely followed by upgrades of acquired hospitals’ offerings and operations to be closer to the 
group’s flagship hospital. Recent acquisitions are yielding synergies such as cross referrals, more complex 
service offerings therefore higher pricing, as well as cost savings that come with larger scale operations. 
The group further stands out in the region for its favorable cashflow generation, with negative working 
capital cycle, mainly due to the fact that 40% of its revenue comes from out-of-pocket cash payment with 
no exposure to long dated government receivables. All told, we project a 30% organic earnings CAGR in the 
next three years. The stock trades at 15x NTM PE and 9x NTM EV/EBITDA, over 30% discount to its emerging 
market peers. Given the environment, we have further stress tested a hypothetical scenario, in which 
hospitals need to “donate” two full months of revenue bed capacity in its inpatient, surgery and emergency 
room departments to cope with an extreme surge of COVID-19 patients without getting paid. With no debt 
on its balance sheet, the company would not have any liquidity stress even in this extreme scenario, and 
valuations today have fully buffered this scenario given the sell off.  

Elsewhere, a few defensive consumer staples stocks also declined less than markets. In Peru, Inretail Peru 
Corp. (Inretail) declined 13%, but outperformed the Peruvian index by 23 percentage points. Over two 
thirds of the group’s EBITDA are generated from food retail and pharmacies, essential services that remain 
open despite the current lockdown in the country. We understood from recent conversations with the 
company management that its food retailing segment experienced abnormally high demand during March 
and April, ahead of, and during the quarantine. Same-store-sales growth in certain days were up over 50% 
YoY. Of particular importance to the new norms in daily life is the company’s Mass format, a relatively new 
format that usually operates among mom and pop shops close to residential areas, often in low income 
neighborhoods. With the absence of public transportations, these Mass stores significantly increased their 

 
ii A weighted average portfolio return is calculated assuming TRG EFEF team’s price targets for every single security in the portfolio’s quarter-
end holdings is achieved for the next 12 months. It is not intended to mean the Fund is projected to return 76% for the next 12 months. 
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relevancy by offering uninterrupted supply of daily needs in small ticket format, many times with better 
assortment, pricing and consistency than traditional channels. Although the company’s shopping mall 
segment currently faces closure for 80% of its GFA, we estimate that the gain from its food retailing 
business more than offsets the lost revenue of the shopping mall segment. The stock currently trades at 
16x NTM PE and 8.8x EV/NTM EBITDA with a 23% three-year expected earnings CAGR. Its valuation is at 
the lowest since its IPO in 2012, or 27% discount vs. its own historical average.  

WHAT DIDN’T WORK 

Panic selling during the quarter impacted stocks across the board, as correlation spiked. But the largest 
impact was felt in consumer retail stocks, as investors flee the risk of store closures amidst rolling mobility 
restrictions. Mitra Adiperkasa (MAPI) is one of Indonesia’s leading lifestyle retailer, with dominant brands 
in fashion, sportswear and food/beverage concepts (e.g. Starbucks). Over the years, the company has 
benefitted from the trend of rising middle class in an underserved market, where formal and branded 
retailing is still underpenetrated. The company’s moat lies in its long history of exclusive distribution rights 
for most of the affordable luxury brands that have entered the country.  Moreover, its “anchor tenant” 
status in most of the shopping malls entails preferential rental terms and an advantageous cost structure. 
In recent years, the company took initiatives to solidify its scale advantage through loyalty programs, big-
data enabled promotions, and the development of an omnichannel strategy. In a country where regulation 
requires a local partner for foreign brand entry, MAPI has solidified its status as the “go-to” partner for 
major brands that hope to tap into a population of ~270 million. Some of these relations have recently 
extended to Vietnam, an even more underpenetrated, 97 million people-strong consumer market. 
Operationally, MAPI has drastically improved its working capital cycle by reducing its inventory days from 
a peak of over 200 days to ~130 days. As a result, the company had close to zero net debt prior to the 
pandemic. There is no doubt that 2020 presents unique challenges: mall traffic has declined significantly 
since March and we expect additional store closures as containment measures continue and possibly 
escalate. On the other hand, the company’s digital and e-commerce strategies, as well as rent and labor 
cost reductions, are likely to mitigate some of the negative impact. We stress tested a hypothetical 
scenario, in which the company suffers from a total loss of revenue for six months, with only limited 
adjustment to costs. Given the healthy starting point of its balance sheet, we estimate the company’s net 
debt-to-equity position would not exceed 80%, a manageable leverage level we have seen in previous 
cycles. Importantly, given the short-term nature of such earnings shock, the net impact on a long term 
cashflow-based valuation is not significant, while the stock has long traded below the worst-case scenario. 
At the end of 1Q, the stock traded at 7.7x trailing PE, 3.6x trailing EV/EBITDA and 1.2x P/B, for a company 
that grew 63% CAGR in the past three years with an unlevered ROE of 17%. We see such cyclical moment 
for a high-quality long-term compounder as a buying opportunity, with our estimate pointing to a 120%+ 
return potentialiii  as the environment improves and investors can again focus on normalized earnings.  

Vincom Retail (VRE), the largest retail property developer and operator in Vietnam, also declined more than 
the market but in line with sector-wide performance in the region. VRE has an over 60% market share in 
the country’s urban retail space, with no meaningful domestic competitors. The second largest player is 
less than a quarter of its size. The company’s “moat” lies in its affiliation with its parent company, which 
has a dominant position in the residential real estate market and operates a few retail formats that acted 
as anchor tenants. Such affiliation ensured both access to prime locations as well as early occupancies. Due 
to its unrivaled reach, scale and brand recognition, VRE is essentially the “only game in town” just as more 
brands start to enter the country and look for multiple prime retail locations. Formal retail space in the 
country is extremely under-supplied, with GFA per capita in its cities at 1/10 the level of other metropolis 

 
iii TRG EFEF team’s 12-month target price based on fair value estimates as of March 31, 2020  
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in the region such as Bangkok and Metro Manila. In fact, the oldest shopping mall in Ho Chi Minh City is just 
ten years old.  Juxtaposing the lack of supply in urban retail spaces with an 18% middle-class population 
growth, in a country that is quickly urbanizing from a low base, we see VRE as having an enviable market 
position and a long runway for profitable growth.  Going into the pandemic crisis, the company enjoyed a 
near-zero net debt position, and flexible timing for capital expenditure. Although VRE’s rental income is 
protected contractually, we project the company to give discounts, extensions and/or draw down its 
proposed “subsidy program,” equivalent to two months of full revenue loss without much cost adjustment. 
We further estimate that in an extreme scenario of six months of revenue losses, total debt funding needs 
would not exceed 15% of the company’s 2019 equity base, a comfortable leverage even at this level. At the 
end of the quarter, the stock trades at ~13x normalized PE and 6.7x EV to normalized EBITDA. In other 
words, this dominant commercial property operator is priced at 11% cap rate on existing properties, a 
discount on current assets with no future growth priced in. We believe upside to fair value is over 100%.  

The banking sector was also impacted disproportionately. Among a few banks in our portfolio, Equity Group 
Holdings (EQBNK) in Kenya gave up all its gains since the regulator removed interest rate caps late last year. 
The bank was expected to renew loan growth especially in the high margin SME and retail segments as risk-
based pricing became possible again. The bank’s heavy investments in fintech and agent banking in past 
years should further drive operating leverage. The current pandemic outbreak poses particularly stark 
challenges to low income frontier countries such as Kenya, where healthcare provisions are dire to start 
with, and where large informal economies are difficult to monitor and therefore hard to reach by 
government’s stimulus programs. This is also why, at just 189 infection cases at the time of writing and 
daily new cases around 5, the country is in lockdown since March 27, with all international flights canceled 
and a ban on entries to or exits from its capital city Nairobi. The hope is for such draconian measures to 
have a short duration, given the early start. We expect loan quality to deteriorate sharply during the 
lockdown period, especially since the bank caters to SMEs and retail customers. However, the magnitude 
of the impact on the bank’s full year profitability is unclear, given regulatory policy relaxations on liquidity 
and loan classifications, and loan restructurings that could avail small businesses breathing room for a short 
period of time. Equity Bank at the end of 2019 had a capital ratio of 17.4%, or a 300bps buffer over 
regulatory minimum, and a liquidity ratio of 54.7%, or 2.7x regulatory requirement – sufficient levels to 
weather the storm, in our view. Moreover, the country’s banking sector is no stranger to economic and/or 
natural disaster shocks – a common feature among developing countries where resilience has been 
repeatedly tested. A recent extreme example was the 2011 East Africa drought and famine, followed by a 
spike up in inflation to almost 20%, with a 24% currency depreciation. Even in 2011, when it had to 
restructure 50% of its loan book, Equity Bank emerged somewhat unscathed as recovery followed. It is 
worth noting that the bank currently trades at 1.1x price to trailing book value, a 35% discount compared 
to the trough valuation reached during the 2011 regional crisis mentioned above and the 2009 Global 
Financial Crisis. Although earnings visibility is low, which is typical of the banking sector, we believe the 
current valuation has more than priced in a crisis. Nevertheless, compared to non-banks in our portfolio, 
we acknowledge the fact that banks are intrinsically levered companies, and that earnings forecast in this 
environment is extremely difficult. We will therefore tread with caution and look for a late entry.  

Our analysis of Slovenia’s largest commercial bank Nova Ljubljanska banka (NLB), shows a very similar story. 
Slovenia imposed a passenger flight ban on March 17 and started enforcing increasingly strict quarantine 
laws since the second week of March. Now a month into the lockdown, similar to the rest of Europe, the 
country is seeing a stabilization in new cases, and plans are now being drafted to slowly ease certain 
restrictions. Due to the country’s heavy trade linkage to the rest of Europe, and particularly to Italy, we 
expect a sharp contraction in economic activity levels. It is however a blessing in disguise that the country’s 
corporates have been on a deleveraging trend before the crisis, although consumer lending has seen 
growth in the past three years. NLB specifically has seen net recoveries from legacy non-performing loans 
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(NPL) until very recently, with no net increase in NPL ratio. We expect a combination of manageable 
exposure to high-risk segments (~10% of loan book), regulatory forbearance, monetary easing and EU 
capital requirements relaxation, among other measures, to ease the pressure on loan quality in this period. 
The bank has excess capital and was previously paying out over 12% in dividend yield. We project a pause 
in dividend payment but see no capital stress. The stock currently trades at 0.4x Price to Book and 4x trailing 
Price to Earnings ratio, in our view pricing in some of the most distressed scenarios.  

Even certain fundamentally defensive names were impacted by negative capital flows. We discussed CIRA 
in our previous letters. The company operates the largest private K-12 and university network in Egypt 
where the public education system has been overburdened. With over 30% return on invested capital, the 
company compounds growth through a rolling capacity expansion to the tune of 3.5x current scale. With 
net cash on its balance sheet and no working capital needs, there is little risk of funding shortage. In January, 
the company reported 63% YoY growth in its net profit during the previous quarter, driven by better than 
expected enrollment and higher campus utilization. Despite school closures, CIRA has implemented e-
learning, and all school exams have been either replaced by an online assessment or postponed until the 
summer. There’s little risk of a postponement of the new academic year, though some marketing initiatives 
may have to be reduced if the current lack of mobility continues through the summer.  We estimate that 
the company is trading at 22x NTM PE and 13x EV/NTM EBITDA with a resilient 3-year earnings CAGR of 
35%. At current valuation, we estimate that all newly announced capacity expansion plans are now priced 
at zero.  

Another such example is Philippines’ Robinson Retail (RRHI). Even as the company generates over half of 
its EBITDA from food retail stores, which remain open and are benefitting from a spike in demand for 
groceries, the stock declined due to panic selling. It traded at a little over 2x net cash at the end of March, 
a true “basement” valuation for a multi-format retail franchise that generates positive free cashflow even 
in the most pessimistic scenarios.  

MARKET OUTLOOK AND PORTFOLIO POSITIONING  

In light of this quarter’s “black swan” event, the team has taken and completed the following steps. As a 
result of these actions, we are confident our portfolio is currently made of high quality, enduring businesses 
that exhibit extremely favorable risk-reward:  

1. Stress testing every position. As some of the above examples show, we have tested in many cases 
up to six months of total revenue loss and the impact on our portfolio companies’ liquidity and 
leverage. The analysis shows that all of our current investments can withstand a prolonged period 
of business disruption with limited impact on balance sheet health. In fact, eight of our twelve non-
bank holdings have net cash positions.  

2. Adjusting our earnings expectations to incorporate at least two months of business closures and 
revenue losses, with limited cost adjustments. For our bank positions, we assume Global Financial 
Crisis-level asset quality deterioration. In certain cases, we further factor in lingering impact into 
2021. It is worth noting that the street has generally been behind in changing earnings expectations 
in developed and developing markets alike. 

3. Reducing or selling positions with high leverage. The weighted average current net debt to equity 
ratio of the portfolio has reduced from 2% at the end of 2019 to -6.4% at the end of 1Q20 (i.e. net 
cash). The proportion of our portfolio in the financials segment has also reduced from 34% at the 
end of 2019 to 25% at the end of the quarter.  

4. Eliminating or adjusting exposure in companies and/or countries with high sensitivity to the current 
oil price war and demand shock, and/or deep cyclical industries. Presently, portfolio exposure to oil 
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exporting countries is less than 3%, compared to 47% of our portfolio holdings in countries that 
benefit from lower oil prices.  

Despite realistic reductions in earnings growth expectations, our portfolio trades at 11.5x price to reduced 
2020 earnings, and 2x Price to Book, ~25% and ~36% discount to our average portfolio valuation in the last 
18 months. On normalized earnings, which we believe would be achieved in 2021, valuation discount to our 
own portfolio history is over 40%.  

Another result of our action is a higher than usual cash balance of 16%. We will delineate our market outlook 
later, but as a general rule we do not believe in timing the market. We instead believe in “timing” the 
valuations in individual securities. As we see markets pricing in more than extreme scenarios, we are 
incrementally adding to positions in selected companies that are in our view better positioned to withstand 
large shocks than their current valuation reflects. In addition, we constantly maintain what we call a 
“treasure chest” of best businesses in our universe, whose valuation may have not always been attractive. 
We have established valuation triggers to these stocks for a potential entry. As such, the pace of cash 
deployment will be predominantly subject to valuation opportunities, assuming there is no drastic change 
in market outlook.  

We further envision an “exit” portfolio biased towards liquid positions in small emerging markets, against 
illiquid positions in frontier markets, as we have repeatedly seen that liquid emerging market positions 
recover faster than illiquid frontier market ones. Our steadfast preference for what we call “Park Avenue” 
stocks – companies with long term compounding growth prospect – remains as solid as ever, as a post-crisis 
world will only strengthen existing market leaders in a “winner takes all” environment, in our view.  

Lastly, we constructed a portfolio with a mix of “defensives” and “offensives”, which is captured by our top 
positions today. Playing our “defense” are: 1) Eastern Company (EAST) – The  Egyptian monopoly cigarette 
producer has no material sales impact from current events, has a quarter of its market capitalization in cash, 
and a quarter of its cash in USD; 2) Inretail Peru Corp (Inretail) has two thirds of its profit generated from 
essential services such as food retail and pharmacies, segments that are thriving in the current situation. 
Meanwhile, our consumer retail positions in Indonesia and Vietnam as well our bank position in Slovenia 
play our “offense,” having priced in the worst-case scenario and being in a position to benefit greatly from 
a normalization.  

Our baseline assumptions underlying our market outlooks are as follows: 

1. We project the current virus outbreak cycle (outbreak escalation → social mobility restriction → 
new cases peak → social mobility relaxation) in each affected country, to last months, not years. 
This is of course, a very rough assumption and reflects the current lack of understanding of the new 
pathogen, how it interacts with climates, demographics and social mobility policies. However, 
countries with an earlier outbreak have already provided some guide paths: China took one month 
from an escalation sometime in January to a peak of new cases in the second week of February. It 
later took a little over a month for the country to relax some of its quarantine measures. Korea saw 
an escalation in mid-February and new cases peaked in less than a month. Italy saw case escalating 
between late February and early March. It took around one month for new cases to peak, which 
happened at the end of March. We are yet to hear about “exit” strategies in countries that entered 
the escalation stage after February, and realities vary greatly according to countries’ healthcare 
systems and policy responses, but we believe a realistic expectation is business closures lasting two 
to three months. In a recent CNBC interview aired on March 24, the CEO of Starbucks stated that 
“Starbucks have reopened 95% of the stores in China and it took about 45-60 days before stores 
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start to reopen…And that is what gives us confidence that we know how to manage through this (in 
other countries).”iv 

2. We expect an economic recovery after the relaxation of social mobility restrictions, but the shape 
and speed of such recovery is likely to vary among sectors, companies and countries. A shock of this 
magnitude will leave scars, but countries with resources to cushion mass bankruptcies and 
permanent job losses will see better normalization. In addition, we believe mid to high-income 
consumers will see faster recovery than mid to low-income consumers. We also believe brands and 
services that have strong market positions are likely to come out stronger after the shock and are 
also poised to see faster recovery and market share gains. China’s recent experience provides a 
perhaps imperfect glimpse of what lies on the other end. A recent survey by Bain & Company saw 
“non-essentials”, “consumer durables” and “consumer services”, the segments most impacted by 
quarantines in China, recovering 75% to 93% of losses weeks after the relaxation of quarantine 
measures (Figure 6).v 

 

 

A recent Barclay’s research note on Nike Inc. claimed that “China’s COVID-19 cycle shows evidence 
of brand strength during store closure and heading back to 100% brand recovery post COVID-19…In 
approximately three weeks since stores have slowly been reopening in the China region, sales have 
meaningfully recovered with double-digit week-over-week improvement, and some stores reaching 
100% productivity from before the…closures. NKE expects Q4 Greater China revenue to be flat YoY 
as demand recovers.vi Similarly, Salvatore Ferragamo’s CEO Michaela Le Divelec Lemmi was quoted 
as stating that “after a month and half of closures and restrictions, there is a will to come back and 
have a real life.”vii  

3. We do not expect all emerging and frontier markets to come out of this crisis unscathed. Currency 
weakness in certain fragile economies will determine the level of “permanent” damages during the 
process. Although all our countries have sufficient FX reserves to buffer unprecedented fund 

 
iv https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/24/starbucks-ceo-says-us-experiencing-similar-coronavirus-path-to-china.html  
v “COVID-19 Webinar for UBS: Scenarios and implications for global consumer markets” – Bain & Co. March 30, 2020 
vi “Nike.Inc: FY3020 Review: China as the Recovery Blueprint” – Barclays, March 24, 2020 
vii “Starbucks and Coronavirus: Lessons for all retailers from the company’s response in China” – Forbes, March 13, 2020 

Figure 6: Consumer spending change in different product categories 
 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/24/starbucks-ceo-says-us-experiencing-similar-coronavirus-path-to-china.html
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outflows for a few months, we penciled in various degree of currency depreciation in our return 
expectations and steer away from countries with particularly fragile starting point. In March, FX 
losses accounted for ~2% of our loss.  

4. We expect the debt burden assumed by governments around the world, developed and developing 
markets alike, will mean different degree of fiscal tightening in the medium term, which is likely to 
hamper medium-term growth. We do not expect higher than historical growth on a normalized 
basis and project that lower for longer interest rate will benefit stocks with high dividend yield.  

Within our universe, we see the best risk-reward in a group of small, beyond BRICS emerging markets. We 
estimate that median P/B for countries in the MSCI Emerging Market Index is merely 1% over their Global 
Financial Crisis (GFC) trough. While all but one of the BRICS trade above their GFC trough, nine small 
emerging countries already traded through their GFC trough. The below chart (Figure 7) illustrates such 
valuation comparisons. This reaffirms our tactical bias towards liquid names in small emerging markets.  

 

 

           Source: Bloomberg. Data as of March 24, 2020 

Lastly, we want to reiterate that we do not believe in timing the market. There is a history of asset prices 
bottom before associated defaults, bank failures and delinquencies started to improve, and market has the 
tendency to “look across the valley” when there’s a glimpse of the light at the end of the tunnel. We do not 
know when this will happen.  

On the other hand, downside risk from here could be a scenario where “black swan” begets “black swan” - 
such as potential social unrests, big corporate defaults or a 2018-style idiosyncratic collapse of countries’ 
financial system that could trigger additional risk-off behavior. Afterall, pandemics have historically sparked 
riots and redrawn maps, among other disruptions.    

At the end, “what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger”. Our target is to own a portfolio of companies that 
will be “made stronger” at the other end.  

Yours Sincerely,  

 

 
Beidi Gu  
TRG Management LP 

Figure 7: P/B premium (discount) to GFC trough 
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KEY PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS7 AS OF MARCH 31, 2020 

20 2019 2020e 2021e

10 P/E 11.8x 11.5x 9.5x

47%/38% P/B 2.2x 2.0x 1.8x

EV/EBITDA 6.8x 9.0x 4.9x

ROE 20% 17% 21%

ND/Equity -6.4% -0.4% -5.9%

EPS Growth 19.2% -4.0% 32.0%

Div. Yield 6.5% 5.6% 7.5%

Eastern Company (Consumer Staples) 9.0%

Robinsons Retail Holdings (Consumer Staples) 7.9%

NLB Group (Financials) 6.8%

Vincom Retail (Real Estate) 6.6%

InRetail Peru (Consumer Staples) 6.5%

UAE

Number of current holdings

Number of countries

Top & Bottom Quarterly  Contribution by Company

Top 5 Bottom 5

Ibnsina Pharma Vincom Retail

Credit Agricole Egypt Mitra Adiperkasa 

Top & Bottom Quarterly  Contribution by Country

Top 5 Bottom 5

Saudi Arabia Vietnam

Kazakhstan Egypt

Equity Bank

Breakdown EM vs. FM

Largest Equity Exposures

Summary Profile Valuation Fundamentals

Cairo Investment & Real Estate

Mexico KenyaCleopatra Hospital NLB Group

Peru SloveniaVietnam Enterprise

IndonesiaDream International

Vietnam 19% SE. Asia 34%

Egypt 19% ME/Africa 24%

Peru 10% Latin America 13%

Philippines 9% Emerging Europe 7%

Slovenia 7% C. Asia 3%

Indonesia 6% S. Asia 3%

Kenya 5%

Mexico 4% Consumer Staples 27%

Kazakhstan 3% Financials 25%

Bangladesh 3% Consumer Discretionary 9%

Cash 16% Real Estate 7%

Education 6%

Telecom 6%

Health Care 2%

Diversified 2%

Industrials 1%

Sec tor Al loc ation (%)

Regional Al loc ation (%)Country  Al loc ation (%)

 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 

   

TRG  EF EF  

Net ²

MSCI EM 

Hori zon
4

MSCI F M
5

Since Inception -25.6% -37.3% -24.5%

Last 3  Months -31.5% -33.0% -26.6%

Last 12  Months -28.8% -32.7% -19.0%

YTD 2020 -31.5% -33.0% -26.6%

2019 14.0% 5.0% 18.0%

2018 -8.9% -14.5% -16.4%

2017(Nov - Dec) 4.6% 4.3% 4.3%

TRG EFEF Net² 

MSCI EM Horizon⁴

MSCI Frontier⁵
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Annualized Volatility

TRG EFEF Risk/Reward
ITD as of Mar 31, 2020

 

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 

Please see Appendix for Beidi Gu’s full track record including 

performance as lead PM of the Caravel Fund from Oct 2015 

through Jun 2017. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

1 GROSS RETURNS ARE UNAUDITED AND CALCULATED BY TRG MANAGEMENT LP. RETURNS ARE CONSIDERED FINAL BY TRG EXCEPT FOR THE MOST RECENT MONTH-END RETURN (MOST 

RECENT MONTH-END RETURN AS INDICATED ON THE FIRST PAGE OF THIS LETTER IS A PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE). PERFORMANCE SHOWN HEREIN REFLECTS THE GROSS RETURN OF THE 

TRG EMERGING FRONTIER EQUITIES FUND, L.P., CLASS A SHARES OF THE ONSHORE FEEDER FUND ISSUED ON NOVEMBER 1, 2017. GROSS PERFORMANCE RETURNS ARE NET OF EXPENSES 

BUT GROSS OF MANAGEMENT FEES. THE CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE RATE OF RETURN INDICATED HEREIN IS FOR AN INVESTOR ADMITTED AT INCEPTION OF THE FUND.  THE RATE OF 

RETURN FOR AN INVESTOR ADMITTED AFTER INCEPTION OR WHO HAS ADDED OR WITHDRAWN CAPITAL SINCE SUCH DATE OR WHO HAS A DIFFERENT FEE ARRANGEMENT COULD DIFFER 

FROM THE RETURNS REFLECTED HEREIN.  RETURNS FROM CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS HELD IN THE FUND, AS WELL AS REINVESTMENT OF DIVIDENDS AND OTHER EARNINGS, IF ANY, 

ARE INCLUDED IN THE PERFORMANCE CALCULATION. RETURNS REFLECT A 0.5% ANNUAL CAP ON EXPENSES. THIS EXPENSE CAP WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. PAST 

PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.           

2 NET RETURNS ARE UNAUDITED AND CALCULATED BY TRG MANAGEMENT LP. RETURNS ARE CONSIDERED FINAL BY TRG EXCEPT FOR THE MOST RECENT MONTH-END RETURN (MOST 

RECENT MONTH-END RETURN AS INDICATED ON THE FIRST PAGE OF THIS LETTER IS A PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE). PERFORMANCE SHOWN HEREIN REFLECTS THE RETURN OF THE TRG 

EMERGING FRONTIER EQUITIES FUND, L.P., CLASS A SHARES OF THE ONSHORE FEEDER FUND ISSUED ON NOVEMBER 1, 2017. NET PERFORMANCE RETURNS ARE NET OF EXPENSES AND 

REFLECT THE DEDUCTION OF 1.25% MANAGEMENT FEES AND 10% INCENTIVE FEES OVER A 5% HURDLE. THE CUMULATIVE PERFORMANCE RATE OF RETURN INDICATED HEREIN IS FOR AN 

INVESTOR ADMITTED AT INCEPTION OF THE FUND.  THE RATE OF RETURN FOR AN INVESTOR ADMITTED AFTER INCEPTION OR WHO HAS ADDED OR WITHDRAWN CAPITAL SINCE SUCH 

DATE OR WHO HAS A DIFFERENT FEE ARRANGEMENT COULD DIFFER FROM THE RETURNS REFLECTED HEREIN.  RETURNS FROM CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS HELD IN THE FUND, AS 

WELL AS REINVESTMENT OF DIVIDENDS AND OTHER EARNINGS, IF ANY, ARE INCLUDED IN THE PERFORMANCE CALCULATION. RETURNS REFLECT A 0.5% ANNUAL CAP ON EXPENSES. THIS 

EXPENSE CAP WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 

3 THE STATISTICAL DATA REGARDING INDICES INCLUDED IN THIS DOCUMENT HAVE BEEN OBTAINED FROM SOURCES BELIEVED TO BE RELIABLE.  THE FUND'S INVESTMENTS ARE NOT 

LIMITED TO THE INVESTMENTS LISTED BY THESE INDICES.  IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO INVEST DIRECTLY IN THESE INDICES.  THE RETURNS FOR THE INDICES DO NOT REPRESENT THE RESULT OF 

ACTUAL TRADING OF INVESTIBLE ASSETS/SECURITIES, AND THEY DO NOT REFLECT THE COSTS OF EXPENSES OF ACTUAL TRADING OF INVESTIBLE ASSETS/SECURITIES.  ADDITIONALLY, THEY 

DO NOT REFLECT THE FEES AND EXPENSES OF THE FUND. THEY ALSO SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED COMPARABLE INVESTMENTS, AND THEY SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED COMPARABLE 

INVESTMENT PROGRAMS TO THE FUND. THEY ARE BEING PRESENTED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. THE INDEX INFORMATION INCLUDED HEREIN IS INCLUDED MERELY TO SHOW 

THE GENERAL TREND IN THE ASSET CLASS AND THE EMERGING AND FRONTIER MARKETS IN THE PERIODS INDICATED AND IS NOT INTENDED TO IMPLY THAT THE STRATEGY IS, WAS OR  

WILL BE SIMILAR TO THE INDICES IN VOLATILITY, COMPOSITION OR ELEMENT OF RISK. THE MSCI EM HORIZON INDEX CAPTURES LARGE AND MID-CAP REPRESENTATION AND IS DESIGNED 

TO TRACK THE EQUITY PERFORMANCE OF THE SMALLEST 25% OF COUNTRIES EXCLUDING BRAZIL, CHINA, INDIA AND RUSSIA FROM THE UNIVERSE OF MSCI EMERGING MARKETS INDEX 

COUNTRIES. ALL THE SECURITIES IN THE SELECTED COUNTRIES THAT COMPRISE THE MSCI EMERGING MARKETS HORIZON INDEX ARE WEIGHTED BASED ON THEIR FREE FLOAT ADJUSTED 

MARKET CAPITALIZATION. SOURCE: WWW.MSCI.COM).  THE MSCI FRONTIER MARKETS INDEX CAPTURES LARGE AND MID-CAP REPRESENTATION ACROSS 29 FRONTIER MARKETS 

COUNTRIES. THE INDEX INCLUDES 112 CONSTITUENTS, COVERING ~85% OF THE FREE FLOAT-ADJUSTED MARKET CAPITALIZATION IN EACH COUNTRY. (SOURCE: WWW.MSCI.COM).  MSCI’S 

MARKET CAP WEIGHTED INDICES ARE AMONG THE MOST WIDELY USED BENCHMARKS IN THE INDUSTRY. MSCI EM HORIZON INDEX AND MSCI FM INDEX WERE SELECTED BASED ON THEIR 

INVESTMENT UNIVERSE; COLLECTIVELY, THESE INDICES COVER THE INVESTMENT UNIVERSE THAT THE FUND GENERALLY INVESTS IN.  

4 MSCI EMERGING MARKETS HORIZON INDEX (M1EFH INDEX) NET TOTAL RETURN (USD) WAS OBTAINED FROM BLOOMBERG. 

5 MSCI FRONTIER MARKETS INDEX (MX1FM INDEX) NET RETURN (USD) WAS OBTAINED FROM BLOOMBERG. 

6 THE DATA INCLUDED IN FIGURE 2 HAS BEEN OBTAINED FROM SOURCES BELIEVED TO BE RELIABLE.  THESE INDICES ARE BEING PRESENTED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND 

THEY SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED COMPARABLE INVESTMENT PROGRAMS TO THE FUND IN TERMS OF VOLATILITY, COMPOSITION OR ELEMENT OF RISK. THE INDEX INFORMATION IS 

INCLUDED TO SHOW HOW THE FUND COMPARED AGAINST EM COUNTRIES OUTSIDE OF THE FUND’S INVESTMENT UNIVERSE, EM & FM EQUITIES INDICES AS WELL AS A BROAD DM 

EQUITIES INDEX. THE INDEX DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM BLOOMBERG USING THE FOLLOWING TICKERS: MSCI BRAZIL (MXBR INDEX), MSCI RUSSIA (MXRU INDEX), MSCI INDIA (MXIN 

INDEX), MSCI CHINA (MXCN INDEX), MSCI SOUTH AFRICA (MXZA INDEX), MSCI TAIWAN (TAMSCI INDEX), MSCI KOREA (MXKR INDEX), MSCI EM (MXEF INDEX), MSCI FM (MXFM INDEX) AND 

MSCI DM (MXWO INDEX). IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO INVEST DIRECTLY IN THESE INDICES. 

7 THE PORTFOLIO INFORMATION SHOWN HEREIN IS INCLUDED FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY. THERE CAN BE NO GUARANTEE THAT THE FUND WILL ALWAYS BE SIMILAR TO WHAT IS 

SHOWN HEREIN EITHER IN COMPOSITION OR ELEMENT OF RISK. VALUATION FUNDAMENTALS FIGURES WEIGHTED BY POSITION SIZE. VALUATIONS ARE BASED ON TRG EMERGING 

FRONTIER EQUITIES INVESTMENT TEAM ESTIMATES USING HARMONIC AVERAGES. SOURCE: BLOOMBERG, TRG MANAGEMENT LP CALCULATIONS. 

DISCLAIMER 

THIS NEWSLETTER IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ADDRESSEE AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED OR REDISTRIBUTED IN WHOLE OR IN PART NOR MAY ITS 

CONTENTS BE DISCLOSED TO ANY OTHER PERSON UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT OF TRG MANAGEMENT LP.  THIS LETTER DOES NOT 

CONSTITUTE AN OFFER TO SELL OR A SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY ANY OF THE SECURITIES DESCRIBED HEREIN AND SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED AS AN OFFER OF 

ANY KIND OR THE SOLICITATION OF SUCH AN OFFER.  ANY SUCH OFFER WILL BE MADE ONLY BY MEANS OF A FORMAL CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM TO BE PREPARED AND 

FURNISHED TO PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS AT A LATER DATE.  IF THE ADDRESSEE IS CONSIDERING AN INVESTMENT IN THE FUND, THE ADDRESSEE SHOULD OBTAIN AND REVIEW 

A COPY OF THE CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE OFFERING MEMORANDUM.  POTENTIAL INVESTORS MUST BE ELIGIBLE AND SATISFY THE SUITABILITY REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH IN 

THE CONFIDENTIAL PRIVATE OFFERING MEMORANDUM AND SUBSCRIPTION DOCUMENTATION.  THIS LETTER IS NOT, AND UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES IS TO BE CONSTRUED 

AS, A PROSPECTUS, A PUBLIC OFFERING OR AN OFFERING MEMORANDUM AS DEFINED UNDER APPLICABLE SECURITIES LEGISLATION.  THIS LETTER IS NOT INTENDED TO 

CONSTITUTE LEGAL, TAX OR ACCOUNTING ADVICE, OR INVESTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS.  ANY PROJECTIONS, MARKET OUTLOOKS OR ESTIMATES IN THIS LETTER ARE 

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS AND ARE BASED UPON CERTAIN ASSUMPTIONS.  OTHER EVENTS WHICH WERE NOT TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT MAY OCCUR AND MAY 

SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECT RETURNS OR PERFORMANCE OF AN INVESTMENT.  ANY PROJECTIONS, OUTLOOKS OR ASSUMPTIONS SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED TO BE INDICATIVE 

OF THE ACTUAL EVENTS WHICH WILL OCCUR.   

THIS NEWSLETTER IS NOT INTENDED TO BE RELIED UPON AS THE BASIS FOR AN INVESTMENT DECISION, AND THIS NEWSLETTER IS NOT, AND SHOULD NOT BE ASSUMED TO 

BE, COMPLETE.  IN MAKING AN INVESTMENT DECISION, INVESTORS SHOULD CONDUCT THEIR OWN INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA AND DESCRIPTIONS SET 

FORTH IN THIS NEWSLETTER AND MUST RELY ON THEIR OWN EXAMINATION OF THE INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY, INCLUDING THE MERITS AND RISKS INVOLVED. 

THE INFORMATION PRESENTED HEREIN IS PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL, MAY CONTAIN COMMERCIAL OR FINANCIAL INFORMATION, TRADE SECRETS AND/OR 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF TRG AND/OR ITS AFFILIATES, AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED OR DISTRIBUTED WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF TRG.   
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APPENDIX             

PM Full Track Record as of March 31, 2020 

Nov 2017 – Sept 2019: TRG EFEF and Oct 2015 – Jun 2017: Caravel Fund 

 

PM Track Record - 

Net Return MSCI EM Horizon 4 MSCI FM 5

Since Inception -25.60% -37.29% -24.47%

Last 3  Months -31.55% -33.00% -26.59%

Last 12  Months -28.84% -32.70% -18.96%

2019 14.04% 4.98% 17.99%

2018 -8.86% -14.53% -16.41%

2017(Nov - Dec) 4.57% 4.31% 4.33%

2017 (Jan - Jun) 16.42% 16.71% 15.57%

2016 5.35% 4.33% 2.66%

2015 (O ct - Dec) 1.38% -0.25% -1.23%C
ar

av
el

 F
u

n
d

TR
G

 E
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F

 
 

 

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 

 

NOTE: THE CARAVEL FUND TRACK RECORD SHOWN HEREIN WAS CALCULATED BY TRG MANAGEMENT LP BASED ON MONTHLY NAV OBTAINED FROM BLOOMBERG. THE NET 

RETURN REFLECTS THE DEDUCTION OF 1.5% MANAGEMENT FEES AND 20% INCENTIVE FEES WITH A HIGH WATER MARK. THE RETURNS HAVE NOT BEEN AUDITED BY TRG 

MANAGEMENT LP. TRG HAD NO RELATIONSHIP WITH AND DID NOT SPONSOR, MANAGE OR ADVISE THE CARAVEL FUND IN ANY WAY. THERE ARE NO GUARANTEES THAT TRG 

EFEF WILL PERFORM SIMILARLY TO THE CARAVEL FUND AND THE INFORMATION PROVIDED HEREIN WITH RESPECT TO THE CARAVEL FUND IS INCLUDED MERELY TO SHOW 

MS. GU ‘S TRACK RECORD AS THE LEAD PM OF THE CARAVEL FUND AND IS NOT INTENDED TO IMPLY THAT TRG EFEF’S PORTFOLIO WILL BE SIMILAR TO THE CARAVEL FUND 

EITHER IN COMPOSITION, ELEMENT OF RISK OR PERFORMANCE. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 

ANY OF CARAVEL FUND’S TRACK RECORD AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS SET FORTH HEREIN WERE GENERATED DURING THE PERIOD WHEN MS. GU WAS AFFILIATED WITH 

CARAVEL MANAGEMENT.  ADDITIONALLY, OTHER THAN MS. GU AND ONE ASIA BASED RESEARCH ANALYST, NO OTHER MEMBERS OF THE CARAVEL FUND’S INVESTMENT 

TEAM HAVE JOINED TRG. AS SUCH, THE COMPOSITION OF THE INVESTMENT TEAM FOR TRG EFEF IS SUBSTANTIALLY DIFFERENT THAN THAT OF THE CARAVEL FUND. GIVEN 

THE CHANGE IN COMPOSITION OF PERSONNEL DESCRIBED ABOVE, THE TRACK RECORD AND PERFORMANCE INFORMATION OF THE CARAVEL FUND CONTAINED HEREIN 

SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED AS THAT OF THE CURRENT TRG EFEF TEAM.  HOWEVER, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, THE TRG EFEF INVESTMENT TEAM DOES INCLUDE THE FORMER 

PORTFOLIO MANAGER OF THE CARAVEL FUND.  

IT SHOULD ALSO BE NOTED THAT PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS, AND THERE CAN BE NO ASSURANCE THAT THE TRG EFEF TEAM WILL BE ABLE 

TO ACHIEVE COMPARABLE RESULTS TO THOSE OF THE CARAVEL FUND INVESTMENT TEAM, IMPLEMENT ITS INVESTMENT STRATEGY GOING FORWARD OR ACHIEVE ITS 

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE OR TARGETED OR EXPECTED RETURNS.  ANY PAST PERFORMANCE INFORMATION ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE CARAVEL FUND HEREIN IS PROVIDED FOR 

INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS ARE CAUTIONED TO READ THE ABOVE PARAGRAPHS CAREFULLY AND REFRAIN FROM PLACING ANY RELIANCE 

ON SUCH PERFORMANCE INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITH A POTENTIAL INVESTMENT DECISION. 

 

 


